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Please send your submissions to Cinders & Soot to the editor's email address no later than the 15th of the month.
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FIRST RUN OF THE
BOWYER-GARRATT
The 9th of August 2015 saw the first run of
Don and Judy Bowyer's MSA Garratt,
numbered 499 and named 'Carmel'. Named
after one of the Perth suburbs that the WAGR
M class Garratts went through, Don often saw
these locomotives in his travels. It ran for
most of the day performing very well, much to
the relief of its builders. Soon it will join in
with the rest of the Castledare fleet in public
running.
Photo: C Woodward

The President's Bit
First off for the benefit of the less-active members: Craig Belcher has chosen to resign as President of CMR,
due to person reasons. I'm taking this opportunity to sincerely thank Craig for leading the Club for the last
three and a half years. Craig has indicated he will remain in the role of Track Master.
Effective from the Committee meeting earlier this month, I have assumed the role of Acting President, and
Mike Crean has stepped in as Acting Vice President. These positions will remain through to the scheduled
AGM next year.


Several members spent Saturday 15th numbering and removing all the points in the Canning area.
Over the coming weeks the points will be refurbished and made ready for the fitting of pneumatic
point motors. [The historic McKenzie & Holland lever frame will remain in Canning Box but will no
longer control the points by rodding].



Junior member Dion showed initiative the same day and with the aid of other younger members,
most of the carriage sets were thoroughly vacuumed. The down-side is that this action revealed a
build-up of grime inside the carriages and also the degree of chipped/missing paint.



A sub-committee has been established to organise recognition of the 30th anniversary of the
completion of the Wilson Park extension. We'll recognise this achievement in October 2016. Whilst
the actual opening of this track was at Easter 1986, next Easter is not suitable for a 30th birthday
function as many members will be at Cobden in Victoria for the AALS Convention. Hence it's been
decided to keep Castledare's milestone celebrations to the second weekend in October, much like
horse's birthdays. Anyone interested in contributing to this sub-committee, please see convener
Clive.



Harrison has had a positive response to the proposed custom-printed tickets, as previewed in the
last few Cinders and Soots. The Committee agreed to go ahead and now designs are being
finalised, before seeking quotes for printing. The idea is to have tickets that resemble the classic
Edmondson cardboard tickets, but printed on heavy paper.
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 Unfortunately decorum at the August Committee meeting was lost due to two non-Committee
members abusing the privilege of observing Committee proceedings. As a result we will have to
tighten up the conditions of attendance by visitors at future Committee meetings. I don't want to
deter members from attending but if you have a specific issue you wish to speak about, you will be
required to notify the Secretary of this issue in writing prior to the meeting. Aside from speaking on
your issue you will be expected to remain silent unless recognised by the chairman of the meeting.



Lastly, don't forget Dinner Amongst the Palms, every Saturday night, commencing at 6PM in the
clubroom*. This week's menu is "Casserole". All welcome.
* On the eve of the third-Sunday Wilson runs, Dinner amongst the Palms is at a restaurant.

John Palm

President

This Month’s Projects


Squatter's Bridge is being removed for repairs before trains begin using the Canning track in the
Summer.



The source of the horrible squeak in Denis P. Moore was not valve gear problems, but has been
found to be as simple as a brake shoe catching on the wheels. Phew!



As of Saturday the 29th, City of Canning has a new horn. Hopefully it will be a lot better than the
old frog-catcher!



Although not happening this month, the Committee has agreed for Harrison to cosmetically
refurbish our workhorse 'Carabao' in time for the 30th anniversary of Wilson. Carabao needs a bit
of TLC and should lead the parade on the day as it was built for the purpose of the construction of
that line and played an important part in completing it. Notice will be given to the membership
before it's temporary departure.

Dependable, EM44 and 4401 wait prepared at the
carriage shed before a run day. Photo: Editor

The Stanbridge articulated carriage set at its current
home at Whistlestop. Photo: W Langford

Don't forget our Timetabled Run this Sunday the 30th. Please show your
support to David Edwards and come and enjoy our railway. Lunch provided.
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Steam Qualifications
Class S Steam Driver ticket.

Class S - a minimum of 6 hours practical driving experience gained over a minimum period of 3 separate run
days and a maximum period of 12 months with a minimum of 4 hours supervised practice prior to
supervision on run days. Such times must be recorded and logged by the trainee driver and endorsed by the
supervising driver.
It would seem that some members do not understand the change in obtaining a CMR Class S steam drivers
Ticket or qualifications.
It is important that the changes above are understood to be “minimum requirements". Regarding the 4
hours supervised practice prior to supervision on run days this means supervision by any CMR member
with a Class S qualification . These supervised hours can be at any time except during the operational hours
on a run day .It is the responsibility of all trainees to make sure that all hours are recorded and endorsed
by whoever is supervising the training. It is not the responsibility of the supervisor. It is only after
completion of the minimum 4 hours supervised practice, that the supervisor then feels the trainee is
competent enough to drive a steam engine under supervision on run days can that then commence.
N.B. Although light up and other matters regarding a steam engine is important and should be known by all
trainees it is not considered to be part of the supervised training hours requirement as these hours are for
practical driving. If after the minimum 6 hours supervised practical training on 3 separate run days the
supervisor feels that the trainee is ready to be examined then that can take place.
Roger Matthews
CMR Steam Driver Examiner
Editor's note on above: These changes were made to the handbook to make obtaining a Class S license
much easier. Previously, a minimum period of 6 months supervised driving was required.

An Update from the Membership
Dept.
Welcome to the new club members
Christopher Eng and the Giddens family. We
hope you will enjoy your involvement with
the railway in whatever capacity you choose
to participate.
Sue Belcher,
Membership Records

'Carmel' rounds the bend that is the short
loop on its maiden voyage. Photo: L Baddeley
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Then and Now: Betsy

Betsy in her prime on the Field Day in October 1981.
She was built in 6 weeks by Jack Stanbridge (pictured
driving) out of the desperate need for a loco for the
1964 Field Day. She performed flawlessly the whole day
and has been Castledare's most iconic loco ever since.
Photo: C Woodward

Visiting DVR loco T320 on Squatter's Bridge in
1972.
Photo: J Murdoch (DVR Member).

Betsy in July 2015. Still putting smiles on faces after 51
years of work, she sees use on busy days and special
occasions. Betsy could be the longest continuously
operational 7 1/4" diesel-outline locomotive in the world.
Photo: Editor

A view of the Canning River from near Squatter's Bridge
in 2015. Photo: Editor

Send your contributions to the Editor at: steamtrain118@gmail.com for the next issue!
(left) Dixie at the
1993 convention at
CMR.
(right) A former
Castledare resident,
Cambridge outside
Niana B-Box Mk I in
the 1970's. The driver
is builder Ernie
Nelson. Photo from
the C Woodward
collection.
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CASTLEDARE MINIATURE RAILWAYS W.A. (INC)
SIGNALS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
For your information
The Signalling System is to facilitate regular and safe movement of trains around the network.
There are two types of signal at CMR. Colour light and Semaphore. There are three classes of signal.
1. HOME Signals

Stop and Stay.
Identification.
Signal number board is located to the centre of the mast just below the signal
head.
Instructions.
If displaying DANGER, RED, wait 10 seconds and then contact the controlling
signaller for instructions.
When authorised proceed with extreme caution.
If at DANGER only the controlling signaller can authorise passage.

If this type of signal when displaying DANGER, RED is passed without authorisation it is considered a SPAD
(signal passed at danger) and will be treated as a serious reportable breach of rules and may invoke
disciplinary action.
2. AUTOMATIC Signals

Stop and Proceed.
Identification.
Signal number board is located to the LEFT of the mast just below the signal
head.
Instructions.
If displaying DANGER, RED, wait 10 seconds and then proceed with caution.

3. Shunting Signals.

Stop and Stay.
Identification.
Usually at ground level or attached to a HOME signal.
Instructions.
If displaying DANGER, RED just wait. If Signaller intention is not clear wait 10
seconds and contact the controlling Signaller for instructions. When
authorised to proceed continue with extreme caution.
This type of signal is also known as a call on signal and allows movements
right up to the next train or obstruction. Use the same rules as for HOME
Signals.

Definitions:

Proceed with caution or extreme caution.
The next signal will be displaying DANGER, RED. There may be an obstruction
or another train, moving or STOPPED in the section following the previous
signal. The onus is on the following train to avoid a collision.

A black signal (no lights) has the same
meaning as a signal displaying red, DANGER.
Mike Crean
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